ISR ACTIVITY AT ANNUAL SPORTS DAY CELEBRATION
ASHA SCHOOL, DELHI CANTT-10

Gold medals aren't really made of gold. They're made of sweat, determination,
and a hard-to-find alloy called guts.
ASHA’, a centre for differently abled children came into existence on 01 Jul 1991 with

the aim to provide an environment which offered a combined curriculum of education
and therapy, counselling and rehabilitation. Since, the time of its inception up till now,
the school has proceeded step by step to establish its aims and achieve its goals.
The much awaited Annual Sports Day Celebration of ASHA SCHOOL was held on
Friday 16th Feb 2018. The fantastic turnout from the parents and the pleasant
weather were the perfect boost for the students on their sports day celebration at the
HARBAKSH STADIUM, Delhi cantt. The students entered into the spirit of the
occasion in a grand way with energy, charm and beauty with being administered by
the special guest of the day, Maj. Gen. Raj pal Punia, YSM, COS- Delhi Area and
Chairman- AIMT .The Principal, Mrs. Anju Puri felicitate the chief guest and started
the event with fluttering the balloon and pigeon with the message of peace and
prosperity. A peppy dance drill and an energizing exercise drill set the tone for the
rest of the event. Once the races began, the air was filled with cheering and tons of
encouragement for the young athletes. Students of different classes in events
including malinga race, king races, obstacle races and Farmer races. Fun time with a
dance on shiv tandav strotra and added to the enjoyment. The day ended with our
guest Maj. Gen. Raj pal Punia, congratulating the winners with medals, gifts and
certificates.
The aim of the school is to ensure an overall development of differently abled
children of Defence Forces personnel (Combatant and Civilians) with a view to make
them self-dependent and contributing members of society which is remarkably
shown through the dedication and energy level of the students as well as teachers
and staff, which are contributing through the best of their beliefs.
AIMT students went to Asha School for helping the teaching and non-teaching staff
in coordination of their Annual Sports day. It was a great experience for the students
of AIMT. They were engaged in different activities like helping Asha school students
in getting ready for various events like lining up for race, dressing up and change of
dresses for various performances, assisted the teaching staff for prize distribution
and also helped the students on wheel chair in competing in their respective races.
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